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Abstract. Cyber attacks directed against the Armed Forces of NATO member 

states are on the rise. Range and sophistication of attacks are constantly 

evolving; on the other hand, we have to cope with increasing complexity and 

dependence on information technology. Cyber exercises in the military 

environment play an important role in the process of receiving human 

knowledge through experience. Furthermore, this experience is enhanced by 

synergic effect and a competitive way. This paper describes practical 

experience of such exercises in various stages and gives inspiration for future 

exercises. 
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1. Introduction 

Cyber defence exercises focused on the area of information security are 

widespread throughout the world over decades. Organizations that depend on 

examining the ability of individuals and teams in this field are professionally engaged 

in their preparation and organization. Exercises in cyberspace are organized according 

to different methodologies. In practice, their focus might be on defense, offense, or 

combination of both techniques. 

 

Cyber exercises are intended to verify the ability of individuals and teams in an 

increasingly complex world of cyber crime. An appropriate form of exercise is 

considered to be a competition among teams in cyber defence skills. 

In developed countries, communities, and organizations, the simple analytical 

exercises are being organized at the level of primary education to underpin 

widespread talents in this field. 

 

An essential component in the organization of cyber exercises is to find a way to 

deal with today's international situation in the cyberspace that can be characterized by 

rapid development of technology in the connected world. 

 

The first section describes the Cyber Defence Exercise Locked Shields 2013 in a 

nutshell. The second section presents lessons learned from the international exercise 

Locked Shields 2013 from the perspective of an active participant. The third section 

adds lessons learned in general. In the last part of this paper there are formulated 

challenges that should be applied in future military cyber defence exercises. 
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2. Locked Shields 2013 in a nutshell 

Key characteristics of Locked Shields 2013 (LS13) were as follows: 

 

It was a live, technical, Blue/Red Team exercise: Blue Teams had to defend 

networks against real-time attacks. 

  

It was international: 18 organizations from 15 nations were engaged into preparing 

and executing LS13. 

 

The type of the exercise was a game: the teams did not represent the real 

organizations they are working for during their daily jobs but were placed into 

fictional roles. A lab environment was used instead of production networks. 

 

Over the course of two days the Blue Teams had to defend a pre-built network 

consisting of roughly 35 virtual machines against the Red Team's attacks. The 

infrastructure was initially insecure and full of vulnerabilities. To provide feedback to 

the teams and measure the success of different strategies and tactics, Blue Teams 

were assigned automatic and manual scores. Each Blue Team was accompanied by 1 

or 2 legal advisors to encourage and facilitate cooperation, communication and 

understanding between the technical and legal experts. 

 

Red Team members were not competing with each other. Their objective was to 

conduct equally balanced attacks on all the Blue Teams’ networks. 

  

The White Team (WT) had responsibility for preparing the exercise and 

controlling it during Execution. The Green Team (GT) was responsible for preparing 

the technical infrastructure. The Yellow Team's (YT) role was to provide situational 

awareness about the game, mainly to the White Team but also to all other 

participants. 

 

LS13 was organized by NATO CCD COE in cooperation with Estonian Defence 

Forces, the Estonian Information Systems' Authority, the Estonian Cyber Defence 

League, Finnish Defence Forces, and many other partners. 

 

Blue Teams from the following nations/organizations participated in LS13: DEU, 

ESP, EST, FIN, ITA,LTU, NATO NCIRC, NLD, POL, SVK. 
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Fig.1. Locked Shields 2013 Exercise Infrastructure 
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3. SVK Blue Team and Locked Shields 2013 

In the following paragraphs it is described through what phases the exercise 

Locked Shields was led. 

3.1. Information about the exercise 

 

In the first step we were informed that they would participate in this exercise. We 

had access to the basic information on the specialized website. All the states had 

registered and had filled up the names of individuals who would have access to 

specific information about the exercise. 

From our perspective, we began with the analysis. That was the starting point for 

the personnel to pick up suitable methods. A lot of essential information was added on 

the fly. 

 

Lesson learned: It is very important to inform every member of the team and to 

familiarize him with all the information. Also it is important to add each piece of new 

information through the preparation phase of the exercise and to make sure that 

everybody understands it. To reach this goal it is suitable to use lectures and creative 

discussions. Mental maps and brainstorming are another two possibilities of ”how to 

manage the team”. 

 

3.2. Personnel 

Because of experience needs we created a core team, which was responsible for 

analysis and preparation before the exercise itself and in the latest stages we added 

another members to execute the exercise as one big team together. 

 

Lesson learned: It is important to find and obtain people with these experiences: 

- Learning the network 

- System administration and prevention of attacks 

- Monitoring networks, detecting, and responding attacks 

- Handling cyber incidents 

- Teamwork: delegation, dividing and assigning roles, leadership 

- National and international cooperation, information sharing 
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- Reporting 

- Ability to convey the big picture 

- Crisis communication 

- IT legal aspects 

 

It is beneficial to find people with “hacker thinking”. It means generally talented 

persons with specialized technology orientation. Character of the member is important 

as well. The ideal status is to have people with proven abilities and experiences from 

other exercises or certificates. 

 

3.3. Virtual groups 

Individual players could be either a big contribution or a danger for team cohesion. 

Therefore if the group is bigger, it is important to establish a team leader who will be 

responsible for fulfilling the goals of the group. The next important aspect is the plan 

and his compliance. Matter of course is the collaboration of all the groups together. 

Also a very important part is definitely the way how the members communicate, how 

they use collaboration tools and how they solved previous goals set and gave the 

knowledge of experienced and well informed individuals to the youngest members of 

a team. 

 

3.4. Seminars and exercises 

Following the topology of exercise, security risks and abilities of participants, the 

knowledge areas that were important to learn or to execute before the real game had 

to be defined. 

 

Lesson learned: Licenses for commercial software, educational courses to never-

used technologies and procedures had to be prepared earlier. Occasionally individuals 

explore new technology or procedure suitable for implementation, but it’s essential to 

reconsider the risk of implementation of such a new procedure into a running 

exercise. It is also important to find a balance between active and passive preparation. 

Valid attitude is to suppose and think about situations which might be expected for 

teams to go through during the game and to prepare individuals, technology and 

information for failure scenarios. Also very important is to have individuals fully 

focused on their roles in the teams and not solving tasks that are currently not 

important for the exercise. 
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3.5. Preparing the infrastructure 

Before the exercise it is necessary to check all the technologies, apply planned 

procedures, and evaluate their effectiveness. To do this, virtualized servers which are 

almost identical to those being used during the real exercise are used. 

 

Virtual LAB 

The ideal status during the training for the game is to have identical infrastructure 

that will be used for the real exercise. The most time-demanding part is to create the 

environment identical to the real one in all layers. Vulnerabilities are not known 

during this part, they can be only supposed. The essential part is to foresee technology 

vulnerabilities and possible attacks based on known vulnerabilities. Virtual lab is an 

ideal place for testing, checking, and learning about new technologies. It is the best 

place to find out time requirements for separate processes used in forthcoming real 

situations. 

 

Lesson learned: It is necessary to build the virtual lab in a very short time. Also it 

is recommended to have a backup of the whole infrastructure and to count with final 

infrastructure numbers, topology, and all the members of the team. 

 

Virtual servers 

In the CDX it is possible to use two virtual servers. Type and connection depends 

on the strategy of the team. 

 

Lesson learned: It is probably the most important decision for the exercise. 

Dividing systems into two groups: Linux and Windows could be a mistake, because 

overall functionality and ability to sustain the attacks is the key factor. 

 

3.6. Determination of topology and strategy of defence 

In dependence on the topology of network, vulnerabilities of the system, aims of 

the exercise, rules and experiences, the technologies which will be put in the real 

action are chosen. Used technologies usually have responsibility for analysis of 

systems, patch management, firewall, collecting and evaluating of logs, proxy 

systems and ips/ids systems. 

 

Lesson learned: Some of the technologies are compulsory and strictly given, so it is 

significant to find as much information as possible about them, train basic and 
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extended administration procedures. The ability to see connections and dependencies 

on other systems with blue teams virtual servers is important, too. 

 

3.7. Development of software, scripts, and configurations 

Detailed research of the infrastructure, analysis of all the services, risks, 

development of counter-measures is essential for successful advancement. If standard 

and accessible technologies are not sufficient, it is necessary to develop new ones. 

Most of the time this development is connected with automated software installing, 

automated collection of information required for analysis of the environment, patch 

management, replacement of services and hardening of operating systems. 

 

Lesson learned:  The most significant added value of this step is automation of the 

processes. The development should be in “Rapid development” style with consequent 

testing in virtual lab. Managing of automation processes should take into account 

unpredictable mistakes, so it is important to maintain independence of individual 

processes. It could be sometimes useless to test technology many times, because the 

failure rate could paradoxically increase.  

3.8. Analysis of infrastructure 

At this moment, the team has two-day access to the real infrastructure. Not all of 

the systems are active; sometimes the change of configurations or rules occurs in this 

stage. It is important to focus on analysis of services, vulnerabilities, and software on 

all the systems. Identification of risks and making effective counter-measures is 

possible to perform offline, too; so it means that it is not important to collect all the 

information about systems. The key aspect is to check functionality of virtual servers 

and all the technologies used for defence, monitoring, and installation. 

 

Lesson learned: It is necessary to evaluate all the information collected from 

systems and services with all the members of the team. As a result, the team should 

get transparent map of systems, services, vulnerabilities, counter-measures, and 

responsible players. Also vulnerability reports and estimation of attack areas could be 

prepared in advance. No analysis should be prepared by individual, but as a team. 

This phase should be precisely planned and evaluated on time. 
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3.9. Preparation of particular processes and advancements  

Planned advancements depend on analysis of environment and abilities of players. 

Technology, responsibility, time demands and alternative procedures must be clear. 

Cooperation, communication channels and knowledge of all rules are also necessary. 

 

Lesson learned: The leader must take into account sometimes inevitable absence of 

key people. Also he has to be aware of unfinished processes and incomplete 

information and to take care about overload of players. The amount of tasks should be 

balanced. It is very time and energy-consuming so it is necessary to motivate the 

team, exclude the risks and have alternative solutions in backup. 

3.10. Execution of the exercise 

First phase – security implementation 

The first phase of the exercise lasts 30 minutes. In this part the red team is inactive, 

the blue team has to concentrate and follow the steps from the former phase. The team 

should remove all found vulnerabilities, implement security technologies and connect 

them logically to the one net. The control of a whole system functionality as a whole 

system is a matter of course. It is all about implementation, patch management, 

monitoring of access, collecting and evaluating security logs, application proxy 

servers and antivirus guards. All the failures found must be resolved with high 

priority. 

 

Lesson learned: After the real technologies are put into a scored game, it is 

essential to check the accessibility of all the services from an independent source. 

Often occurs that outwardly everything seems to be running, but scoring mechanisms 

are reporting failures. Discrepancies have to be resolved with green team as soon as 

possible. 

Second phase – the game 

After the introduction phase the roles of players have to be divided into virtual 

groups. Individuals are often integrated into more groups simultaneously. Monitoring 

of services and security logs are basic indicators of incoming attacks against the 

infrastructure from the red team side. The red team performs its attacks with a 

precisely written scenario. Campaigns are led with different goals: Defacement of 

web sites, erasing important data, installation of malware, compromising of operating 

systems, acquire inappropriate access to services, denial of services and security 

technologies. In this phase the blue team sends information about detected 

vulnerabilities, current attacks from the red team side and denied services to the white 

team. Requirements regarding actual situation reports, summarization reports and 
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reports about the status of congestion of the blue team (stress report) are coming. 

From the media side are also coming enquiries about the situation and making legal 

attitude. Legal questions are resolved by barristers of the blue team with IT 

specialists. Also requirements of customers and employees of simulated organization 

are being sent. 

 

Lesson learned: After every game day the summarization is made, so it is good to 

write it on the fly. Sending reports and answers during the last minutes could cause 

congestion in tasks. It is also necessary to monitor the infrastructure and share 

information about its current status and changes which are actually being made. If a 

problem occurs, the team leader must take care about resolving it quickly. Team task 

congestion is not a rare situation, so the team leader must be prepared and make 

minor or major team changes if it is necessary to do that. Also it is important to watch 

all the communication channels and reports about attacks generated by other teams. 

After the game day, evaluation and planning for next day tactics should be done.  

 

3.11. Evaluation 

The evaluation begins on the last day and is made through conference calls, but the 

real evaluation begins only after filled questionnaires from all the teams and players 

are returned. 

 

Lesson learned: It is good to take advantage from the fact that all the players have 

in their minds the progress of the exercise and give them task to write a feedback with 

prepared questions. It is also good to have these questions prepared in connection 

with the aims of the exercise and to make evaluation of these questions individually 

and with the entire team, too. Every player expects a feed-back. The lesson learned 

evaluation and suggestion of next improvement steps is important to formulate and 

write down and make the final evaluation report together with the official action 

report.  As a result, the team gets a package of technologies, processes, activity 

reports of players, virtual teams and the whole blue team activity. Taking a look at 

activity reports of other teams and technologies could be a contribution as well. It is 

inevitable to have full support from the superiors to attract their attention and to 

present final results with suggestions and improvements for the future. 
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4. Lessons Learned in general 

In the previous parts there were described lessons learned from individual phases 

of an exercise, but there is still a need to contribute with other important facts. 

 

Red team 

After real employment we noticed that providing system security without 

professional knowledge is ineffective. Every technology, whether simple or not, 

requires a lot of penetration tests. The ideal case would be to have a specialized red 

team which could test the effectiveness of our defensive mechanisms. It is the highest 

level of security knowledge which contains the area of vulnerabilities misusage, 

programming one-purpose malwares, leading botnets, campaigns and social 

engineering. Every organization should have such a team available. The best security 

experts could be the former members of a red team, because they can easily see the 

weakest parts of organization or its infrastructure.  

 

Exercises 

Cybernetic exercises are essential for checking functionality of security teams, 

methods, and tools. Apart from defence exercises, there are also attack exercises 

organized worldwide, or exercises that combine both – attack and defence. Besides of 

all technical and practical exercises, organizations can join process exercises, which 

should check processes of collaboration and cooperation between organizational, 

national and international units. Also an interesting type of competitions is a 

competition organized because of arranging security projects and solutions based on 

analytical tasks. 

 

Military security social networks 

Cyber defense is a wide area. Development moves ahead on the attacker’s side and 

also on the defence side. Every organization needs specialists for cyber defense, but 

there is a problem how to obtain them, test them and deploy them. Finding suitable 
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candidates is possible through head-hunting methods, through public competitions in 

the IT area, through talent management or through connection of practice with 

educational institutions. The aim is to interconnect specialists and share experiences, 

knowledge, opinions and to collaborate on cyber defense projects. 

 

Military hackers 

Here a hacker is a person who is not interested in attacking or harming the system. 

A hacker is a computer specialist or a programmer with detailed knowledge and 

information about how the system works.  He can cooperate with the system and can 

adjust it. If a team wants to win, it needs some hackers. 
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5. Conclusion 

Cyber defense exercises have proved that with using specialized exercises the 

power of an individual could increase with synergic effect. Of course, only on 

condition that there is a proper composition of the team and quality of individual 

players. Following the way of quality, cyber security exercises and cooperation with 

individuals and teams can help create a proper attitude to the current situation in cyber 

security. Spreading the “military hackers” community makes sense. 
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